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Abstract 

This paper examines the fundamental linkages between stock markets and safe haven assets 
by developing a two-factor, regime-based volatility spillover model with global and regional 
stock market shocks as risk factors. The risk exposures of safe havens with respect to global 
and regional stock market shocks are found to display significant time variation and regime-
specific features, with the exception of VIX for which consistent negative risk exposures are 
observed with respect to both global and regional stock market shocks. While traditional safe 
havens like precious metals exhibit positive risk exposures to both regional and global stock 
market shocks during high volatility periods, Swiss Franc, Japanese Yen and U.S. Treasuries 
are found to display either insignificant or negative risk exposures during market stress 
periods to equity market shocks, implying these assets would serve as more effective hedges 
(or safe havens) for equity investors. Our findings highlight the importance of dynamic 
models in assessing the linkages between safe haven assets and stock returns as static models 
would introduce large biases in diversification measures and optimal hedge ratios. 
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1. Introduction 

The global financial crisis and the prolonged uncertainty in the Eurozone have exposed 
financial markets to significant volatility on a global scale. Structural changes in global risk 
appetite, largely driven by financial market uncertainty in developed nations, coupled with 
increased global economic integration, dragged numerous emerging stock markets down even 
though those markets had no significant exposure to the credit market issues that plagued 
Western markets. For example, although the U.S. market that was the source of the credit 
market crisis suffered about a 35% loss in the S&P 500 index in 2008, shifts in global risk 
sentiment hit emerging markets particularly hard, wiping out almost half of total stock market 
capitalizations during the same period in developing nations including S. Arabia, Kuwait, 
Qatar, Turkey and Egypt in addition to other emerging markets in Latin America and Asia. 

Given the significant risk exposure of emerging markets with respect to global financial 
market risks (as experienced during the 2007/2008 crisis) and the lack of locally available 
risk management tools to hedge financial market risks, a natural research question is the role 
of global safe haven assets as a risk management tool for stock market investors, particularly 
in emerging markets. Considering the increase in cross-border capital flows and greater 
integration in economic activity across the developed and emerging market economies, one 
can argue that any structural change in economic dynamics in one region will have spillover 
effects in other parts of the world, suggesting possible synchronization in regime transitions 
globally. Clearly, this is not only a matter of importance for corporations and domestic 
investors in emerging markets regarding the management of currency and stock market risk 
exposures locally, but also for central banks and policy makers in order to understand risk 
exposures of local markets with respect to global market risks and design market mechanisms 
and tools that can benefit investors and corporations. 

Following the global financial crisis, the literature on safe haven assets has witnessed a surge 
in the number of studies that examine the performance of various potential safe havens for 
stock and bond investors. Most studies, however, have particularly focused on gold as the 
traditionally accepted safe haven. A number of papers including Capie et al. (2005), Baur and 
Lucey (2010), Baur and McDermott (2010), Hood and Malik (2013), Reboredo (2013), 
Gurgun and Unalmis (2014) and Bredin et al. (2015) have examined whether gold can serve 
as a safe haven for stock and/or bond investors in developed stock markets, while recent 
studies by Ciner et al. (2013) and Agyei-Ampomah et al. (2014) have expanded the set of 
potential safe havens to other assets including oil, currencies and industrial metals. These 
studies have generally produced evidence in favor of gold as a safe haven and /or hedge for 
financial investors, while exceptions are documented in some cases [e.g. Hood and 
Malik (2013) in favor of VIX; Agyei-Ampomah et al. (2014) in favor of industrial metals].1 
Focusing on gold, recently, Boako et al. (2019) document a significant co-jump of gold and 
stock market returns, rejecting the safe-haven attribute of gold. At the same time, studies 
including Ranaldo and Soderling (2010) and Grisse and Nitschka (2015) have focused on the 
so-called safe haven currencies that can be used to hedge portfolio values against global risks. 
These studies generally document safe haven characteristics of the Swiss Franc and Japanese 
Yen against other currencies, in response to increased volatility in financial markets. 

Most of the studies in the safe haven literature, however, do not distinguish between financial 
market shocks that can be due to developed markets (as in the case of the credit crunch of 
2007/2008 or Eurozone debt crisis) or regional market dynamics. From an economic point of 
view, assuming that international markets are not necessarily perfectly integrated, 
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distinguishing between (partial) global and regional stock market shocks allows one to assess 
the safe haven potential of these assets for investors in different domestic markets (or 
regions). To that end, it can be argued that the current literature on safe havens provides an 
incomplete assessment of the fundamental linkages between financial market shocks and safe 
haven asset returns. Furthermore, most studies in this strand of the literature utilize static 
models that ignore the time variation in risk exposures and instead, model structural breaks 
using (i) dummy variables to represent extreme market conditions (e.g. Baur and 
Lucey, 2010; Baur and McDermott, 2010; Hood and Malik, 2013; Gurgun and 
Unalmis, 2014; and Agyei-Ampomah et al., 2014); (ii) quantile regressions (e.g. Ciner et al., 
2013); or (iii) copulas to assess extreme market dependences (e.g. Reboredo, 2013). 

This study examines the fundamental linkages between stock markets and various safe haven 
assets from a novel angle by developing a two-factor volatility spillover model with 
developed and regional stock market shocks as risk factors. Unlike most studies in the safe 
haven literature that focus on gold as the traditionally accepted safe haven (e.g. Baur and 
Lucey, 2010; Baur and McDermott, 2010; Hood and Malik, 2013; Agyei-Ampomah et al., 
2014), we examine various financial and real assets including precious metals, US Treasury 
securities as well as VIX and currency futures and examine the risk exposures of these assets 
with respect to developed and regional stock market shocks during normal and stressed 
market periods. From an economic point of view, the two-factor model allows us to assess 
the potential of these assets as hedges or safe havens with respect to local and global risks in 
stock portfolios. From an econometric point of view, unlike the existing literature that has 
largely utilized a static specification which uses dummy variables to represent market stress 
periods, we adopt a regime-switching framework and examine the structural breaks and time-
variation in the linkages between safe havens and stock market shocks by formally 
differentiating between market states that can be characterized by calm and stressed market 
periods. By doing so, this study contributes to the strands of the literature on safe havens and 
financial integration. 

Our empirical analysis suggests that the risk exposures of safe haven assets with respect to 
global and regional stock market shocks display significant time variation and regime-
specific features. All safe haven assets are generally found to carry low risk exposures, well 
below unity, with respect to stock market shocks, implying the relative segmentation of these 
assets from equity markets. Traditional safe havens like precious metals are found to exhibit 
positive risk exposures to both regional and global stock market shocks during market stress 
periods, underscoring the increased demand for these assets during crisis periods. We argue 
that the positive risk exposures observed for precious metals diminish the potential benefits 
of these assets as hedges or safe havens. On the other hand, we find that Swiss Francs, 
Japanese Yen and U.S. Treasuries display either insignificant or negative risk exposures 
during market stress periods, implying that these assets would serve as better hedges or safe 
havens for equity investors. Interestingly, VIX futures are found to exhibit consistently 
negative risk exposures with respect to both global and regional market shocks across both 
market regimes, suggesting that these securities could serve as more effective hedges against 
stock market shocks. 

The analysis of variance ratios indicates that the large percentage of the conditional variance 
of the excess returns on safe haven assets is due to idiosyncratic shocks, further supporting 
the relative segmentation of these assets from stock markets in general. While shocks related 
to emerging and Latin American markets are found to be partially significant in the 
conditional volatility of precious metal returns, Euro area shocks are found to account for 
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about 17% of the conditional volatility of excess returns in Swiss Francs. Similarly, 
developed market shocks are found to account for about 10% of the conditional volatility for 
the Yen and U.S. Treasuries. Overall, our findings underscore the importance of structural 
breaks and time-variation in the linkages between safe haven assets and stock returns and 
imply that static models would introduce large biases in diversification measures as well as 
optimal hedge ratios. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodological 
details regarding the two-factor model. Section 3 reports the empirical findings on risk 
exposures and the analysis of variance rations. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Model specification 

We develop a two-factor model to examine the fundamental linkages between safe haven 
assets and stock markets. Unlike other empirical studies in the safe haven literature, the two-
factor specification allows us to distinguish between shocks due to developed markets (e.g. 
the credit crunch of 2007/2008) and regional shocks that can be specific to a certain region. 
From an economic point of view, distinguishing between (partial) global and regional stock 
market shocks allows us to assess the safe haven potential of various assets for individual 
markets (or regions). From an econometric perspective, as mentioned earlier, the two-factor 
model offers a clear advantage as, unlike the existing literature that has largely utilized a 
static specification which uses dummy variables to represent market stress periods, it utilizes 
a regime-switching framework and examines the structural breaks and time-variation in the 
linkages between safe havens and stock market shocks by formally differentiating between 
market states that can be characterized by calm and stressed market periods. 

We begin by describing developed market shocks as an obvious risk factor driving financial 
market dynamics globally. Considering the evidence of a significant U.S. monetary policy 
effect on emerging economies (e.g. Anaya et al., 2017) and the suggestion by Miranda-
Agrippino and Rey (2015) and Rey (2018) of a global financial cycle in capital flows, driven 
in part by U.S. monetary policy and risk aversion in global markets, one can argue that 
developed market shocks would serve as a major factor driving regional and local stock 
market shocks. For this purpose, we specify developed market shocks by decomposing excess 
returns for developed markets (Rd, t) into expected and unexpected components as 

        (1) 

where Sd, t ∈ {1, 2} is the latent regime variable following a two-state, first order Markov 
process is regime dependent intercept. In this specification, developed market 
(idiosyncratic) shock is represented by the term ɛd, t, with  
 

 

In the next step, the excess return (Rm, t) on a regional market m is formulated as a function of 
the systematic component based on the regional market's sensitivity to developed market 

shocks ( ) and the equity market shock (ɛm, t) specific to the region given by 
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     (2) 

In this specification, is a regime dependent intercept and  is the regime 
specific return spillover from the developed market to regional market. The unexpected 

component is specified as , where is the regime-specific 
risk exposure of market m with respect to developed market shocks and ɛd, tis the developed 
market shock described in Eq. (1). Thus unexpected component of the market excess return is 
partly driven by the developed market shock, ɛd, t, and the idiosyncratic shock, ɛm, t.This 
specification provides a flexible framework in that it allows for partial segmentation of 
regional stock markets from their advanced counterparts via the idiosyncratic error term, ɛm, t. 
Again, following the regime-based specification, the latent regime variable for the regional 
market takes values 1 or 2, i.e. Sm, t ∈ {1, 2}. 

Next, following a number of works in the safe haven literature (e.g. Baur and 
McDermott, 2010; Baur and Lucey, 2010; Hood and Malik, 2013) suggesting that financial 
market shocks drive the demand for safe haven assets, particularly during periods of market 
stress, we next formulate a dynamic, two-factor model of excess returns for safe haven assets 
(Rsh, t) as a function of their exposure to developed and regional market shocks as well as an 
idiosyncratic component as follows 

 (3) 

where  is the regime dependent intercept, and  and  is the regime 
specific return spillover from the developed market and regional market to safe heave asset, 
respectively. The unexpected component of the safe heave asset is driven by the developed 
market shock ɛd, t, , the regional market shock ɛm, t, and the idiosyncratic shock ɛsh, t, i.e. 

. Here,  and  measure the risk 
exposure of safe haven asset returns with respect to regional and developed market shocks 
during various market states. From an economic point of view, the two-factor model 
distinguishes between (partial) global and regional market integration of safe haven assets 
and allows us to assess their safe haven benefits with respect to local and global risk 
exposures of equity portfolios. A similar specification has also been adopted in Baele (2005), 
Baele and Inghelbrecht (2009, 2010) and Balcilar et al. (2015) to distinguish between risk 
exposures due to local and global risk factors. In our application, the two-factor model allows 
us to separately assess the effect of shocks emanating from advanced markets and shocks that 
are driven by regional risk factors. 
 

The two-factor model provides several significant advantages from an econometric point of 
view as well. First, compared to the existing studies in the safe haven literature, the two-
factor model provides a more comprehensive framework to model the fundamental linkages 
between safe haven assets and stock markets. Second, the regime-switching model allows us 
to examine the dynamic interactions across these markets by formally differentiating between 
market states that can be characterized by calm and stressed market periods. It must be noted 
that the existing literature has largely utilized a static specification where model parameters 
are assumed to be constant over time and instead, possible structural breaks are modeled 
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using dummy variables representing 10, 5, and 1 percentile of stock market return 
distributions. In contrast, our econometric model addresses nonlinearity in an explicit and 
formal way by employing a Markov-Switching model which accounts for market regimes 
where the relationship between safe haven asset returns and the stock market shocks takes 
different forms. 

A feature of the specification in Eqs. (1)–(3) is the broad treatment of the regimes in the 
global, regional, and safe haven asset markets. The latent regime variables Sd, t, Sm, t, and Ssh, 

tare specific to each market and not jointly estimated, so that neither the independence 
restrictions are needed nor the cross-regime correlations are estimated, allowing the regimes 
for developed, regional, and safe haven assets to be synchronized, partially synchronized or 
completely synchronized depending on the estimated state variables. The specification is 
finally completed by defining the transition probabilities of the Markov chains as 

 where for market  is the probability of being in 
regime i at time t+1 given that the market was in regime j at time t. Finally, the transition 

probabilities satisfy  

2.2. Variance ratios 

In order to provide further insight into the dynamic linkages between stock market shocks 
and safe havens, we also examine how much of the conditional variance of the unexplained 
component of safe haven returns is due to regional and developed market shocks. For this 
purpose, following Eqs. (1)–(3), we decompose the unexplained component of safe haven 
excess returns into three components: (i) a component due to developed market shocks; (ii) a 
component due to regional market shocks and (iii) the idiosyncratic component as 

       (4) 

where ξ denotes the unexpected component of excess returns. Similarly, unexpected 
components for regional and developed market excess returns are specified as 

          (5) 

            (6) 

A novelty of the MS spillover model utilized in this study is that it allows for the computation 
of the time-varying conditional moments using the predictive probabilities, i.e. the probability 
of each asset being in regime i (i=1,2) at time t given the data through  . In the first step, 
we compute the conditional means for each asset's excess returns. The conditional means 
represent the expected component of the excess returns for each market. We next compute 
the time-varying conditional variances for the unexplained component of excess returns using 
the predictive probabilities, the estimated risk exposure values and regime specific variance 
terms. Finally, the variance ratios are calculated as the percentage of the total conditional 
variance for each safe haven asset that is explained by regional, developed market 
components as well as the idiosyncratic component.2 

In order to calculate the conditional means and variances based on Eqs. (4)–(6) we first 

estimate predictive probabilities,  , i.e. the probability of asset l 
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being in regime i at time t given the information set available through time , . Let 

the vector of predictive probabilities as , and the matrix of 

transition probabilities of sector/market l as . The predictive 

probabilities can then be calculated ad , where  is the vector of 
probabilities of asset l at time  given data through , that is, 

. These are also known as filtered probabilities 
and can be calculated using 

         (7) 

where f(i)(Ri, t|ψt, θ) is the likelihood function of Rl, t of asset l being in regime i and θ is the 
parameter vector. 

The sequential estimation approach we adopt from Bekaert and Harvey (1997), 
Bekaert et al. (2005) and Balcilar et al. (2015) requires estimating Eq. (1) in the first step, 
Eq. (2) in the second step and Eq. (3) in the third step, estimating the idiosyncratic shock ɛd, t, 
ɛm, t, and ɛsh, t, respectively, in each. Thus, we need estimates of conditional means (expected 
component of each market's excess return) in each step. The conditional means are computed 
as the weighted average of the conditional means in each regime with weights equal to the 
predictive probability of the respective regimes. The deviation of the actual return from the 
conditional mean gives an estimate of the shocks. Let the expected component (conditional 
mean) is given by  then defining  as the risk exposure parameters in 

Eqs. (1)–((3) of asset l in regime i and as the vector of independent variables, the 
conditional means are obtained as 

    (8) 

Then, the developed market, regional and safe asset idiosyncratic shocks are obtained as 

. Similarly, the conditional variances of ɛi, t are given by  

     (9) 

Using the estimates of the conditional variances in Eq. (9) we next obtain the variances of the 
unexpected component of excess returns defined in Eqs. (4)–(6). Bekaert et al. (2009) show 
that a two-factor, time-varying coefficient spillover model with global and regional market 
shocks is sufficiently rich to eliminate most of the idiosyncratic shock correlations even when 
the equations are estimated independently. Using the predictive probabilities, we can estimate 
conditional variances using the following equations: 

                 (13) 
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              (14) 

 (15) 

Given the conditional variance estimates obtained from Eqs. (13)–(14), the variance ratios 
can be calculated as the percentage of the conditional variances of the unexpected safe haven 
asset returns explained by the conditional variances of the regional and the developed market 
unexpected returns 

                 (16) 

                 (17) 

                         (18) 
 

where , , and  are the percentage of conditional variances explained 
by the developed market, regional and asset specific idiosyncratic shocks, respectively. 

3. Empirical results 

3.1. Data 

We use weekly data for a number of potential safe haven assets and MSCI stock market 
indices for developed and regional markets obtained from Datastream. The weekly data 
corresponds to the closing price on Wednesday of each week. Following the safe haven 
literature, we consider eight alternative safe haven assets including Gold, Silver, Brent crude 
oil, Japanese Yen, Swiss Francs, Treasury Bonds, Treasury Notes, and VIX. Developed 
markets are represented by the MSCI Developed Markets Index while regional markets for 
emerging stock markets, Euro area, Europe & Middle East, Latin America, and North 
America are represented by the corresponding MSCI indexes, respectively. The foreign 
currency rates are defined as the US dollar per unit of the currency, implying an increase 
corresponds to appreciation in the currency. In addition to broad regional indexes, we also 
examine a number of emerging stock markets individually including Brazil, Chile, Greece, 
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland, Qatar, Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey and UAE (Unites Arab Emirates). Excess 
returns are computed using the 3-Month Treasury bill rate (USTB3). 

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for weekly log returns along with the sample period 
and the number of observations for each return series. The end point for all return series is 
Nov 12, 2014 while the starting points are governed by data availability. We observe positive 
mean returns in all return series with the exception of Japanese Yen and VIX, while Swiss 
Francs, among the safe haven assets, have the highest mean return. The high return for Swiss 
Francs is coupled with the highest return volatility of 11.1% for this currency, while the US 
Treasury securities experience the lowest volatility in returns. Unlike other safe haven assets, 
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weekly returns for Swiss Francs exhibit positive skewness and significantly large kurtosis, 
implying greater likelihood of experiencing positive returns as well as the presence of 
extreme movements. 

 

Table 2 provides the unconditional correlation estimates among the safe haven assets and 
stock market indices. Although safe haven asses generally exhibit low correlations with stock 
markets, we observe mostly negative correlations between stock markets and currencies, U.S. 
Treasury securities and VIX futures. The preliminary analysis thus suggests that currencies 
and U.S. Treasury securities generally stand out from the rest of safe haven assets both in 
terms of their higher moments and their correlations with stock market returns. Next, we 
briefly explain the estimation procedure and present the formal analysis of the risk exposures 
of these assets with respect to stock market shocks. 
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3.2. Estimation results 

The MS models described in Eqs. (1)–(3) are estimated following the three-step estimation 
procedure of Bekaert and Harvey (1997) and Ng (2000).3 In the first step, developed market 
shocks are obtained by estimating Eq. (1). Next, developed market shocks are related to 
regional market excess returns as shown in Eq. (2) and regional market shocks are obtained 
accordingly.4 In the third step, developed and regional market shocks are related to excess 
returns on safe haven assets as shown in Eq. (3). In order to provide support for the regime-
based specification, we test the MS specification against the linear alternative using the 
likelihood ratio (LR) tests with the upper bound for the p-values obtained according to 
Davies (1987). We also supplement the LR tests with AIC. In order to check the robustness 
of model selection, we use the bootstrap testing approach of Di Sanzo (2009) which tests for 
linearity in Markov-Switching models.5 

Given that the number of regimes is known, we estimate the parameters of the MS models 
using the maximum likelihood estimation procedure. The error terms in Eq. (3) are assumed 
to follow t-distribution in order to account for fat tails. The conditional moments of the MS 
models are then estimated using the predictive probabilities that are obtained from the 
transition probabilities and the filtered probabilities of the Hamilton filter (see Balcılar et al., 
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2015 for details). The estimates are obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood subject to the 
constraint that the probabilities lie between 0 and 1 and sum to unity. Finally, the likelihood 
is evaluated using the filtering procedure of Hamilton (1990), followed by the smoothing 
algorithm of Kim (1994). 
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3.2.1. Time-varying risk exposures of safe haven assets 

Table 3 presents the estimates for the regime-specific risk exposures ( ) of safe haven 
assets with respect to developed market shocks, obtained from the MS model described in 
Eqs. (1)–(3). Due to space considerations, we only report the risk exposure estimates in the 
table. We generally observe significant and non-zero risk exposure estimates during both 
market regimes for most safe havens, indicating a non-linear relationship between safe haven 
asset return dynamics and advanced stock market shocks, thus providing support for the 
regime-based specification adopted in our empirical analysis. Comparing the risk exposure 
estimates for regimes 1 and 2, we see significantly different risk exposure patterns across the 
two regimes with the exception of VIX which is found to exhibit negative risk exposures with 
respect to developed market shocks during both market states. Similarly, Japanese Yen and 
US Treasuries are also observed to generally exhibit negative risk exposures to developed 
market shocks, however, the pattern is largely regime specific and not as consistent as in the 
case of VIX futures. Therefore, we argue that VIX futures could serve as a strong and 
unconditional hedge against developed market shocks for investors in equity markets, while 
the safe haven benefits for the Yen and US Treasuries should be assessed conditional on the 
state of the market. 

In the case of the other safe havens, we generally observe mixed results across the two 
market states, both in terms of the statistical significance and the sign of the estimated risk 
exposures. Therefore, in order to better interpret the risk exposures in regimes 1 and 2, we 
present in Fig. 1 the smoothed probability plot for each market of being in Regime 2.6 The 
smoothed probabilities generally suggest that regime 2 corresponds to periods that are 
characterized by market stress (or market crashes). We see that regime 2 probabilities 
generally take values close to 1 during the 2007/2008 global financial crisis period, more so 
in the case of Brent, Gold, Silver, Japanese Yen, Treasury securities and VIX, suggesting that 
regime 2 is the market stress regime and regime 1 is the normal (or calm) regime. 

Having characterized the market regimes, the examination of risk exposures across the two 
regimes reveals several interesting results. First, we observe that risk exposures with respect 
to developed market shocks across all safe haven assets are low, well below unity, suggesting 
low integration of these assets with stock markets. Both precious metals, gold and silver, as 
the traditionally accepted safe havens, are found to exhibit positive risk exposures with 
respect to developed market shocks during the second regime, underscoring the increased 
demand for these assets during periods of market stress. However, unlike silver, the 
insignificant risk exposures observed for gold in regime 1 suggests the potential of this asset 
as a diversifier for equity portfolios during normal times. On the other hand, Swiss francs 
Japanese Yen and Treasury Bonds exhibit negative risk exposures with respect to developed 
market shocks in the second regime, suggesting that these assets could serve as safe havens 
for equity investors during periods of market stress. 
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It must be noted that the estimates reported in Table 3 provide mean risk exposures across 
market regimes and do not provide insight to the time-variation in risk exposures. For this 
reason, we provide in Fig. 2 the time-varying intensities of developed market shocks to 
various safe haven assets. These time-varying shock spillover intensities are computed as 
probability-weighted risk exposures of each safe haven asset with respect to developed 

market shocks, i.e.  , based on the risk exposure estimates from 
Eq. (3) and the filtered probability estimates (p1t). Once again, due to space considerations, 
we only report the plots for regional market indices; the plots for individual stock markets are 
available upon request. Fig. 2 suggests that most safe haven assets exhibit low risk exposures 
with respect to developed market shocks, well below unity, although these exposures have 
generally increased during the global financial crisis period, particularly in the case of Brent, 
Gold, Silver and Swiss Francs. On the other hand, Japanese Yen, U.S. Treasury securities and 
partially Swiss Francs exhibit mostly negative risk exposures during the financial crisis 
period, suggesting that these assets could serve as safe havens during that period. Once again, 
VIX futures stand out with consistently negative risk exposures to developed market shocks, 
further supporting the hedge and safe haven potential of these securities for equity investors. 
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Examining the risk exposures with respect to regional market shocks, the regime-specific risk 

exposures ( ) reported in Table 4 are found to be insignificant for most markets, 
suggesting that developed market shocks largely control for regional market shocks in the 
model. Interestingly, however, significant and negative risk exposures are observed for Swiss 
Francs, Japanese Yen, Treasury Bonds and VIX, implying that these securities could be used 
to partially hedge regional market risks along with risk exposures with respect to developed 
markets. Gold, on the other hand, can serve as a safe haven against local market shocks in the 
cash and oil rich Gulf Cooperation council nations of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and UAE, 
implied by negative and significant risk exposures with respect to regional shocks associated 
with these countries. Similarly, Swiss Francs, Japanese Yen, Treasury securities and VIX 
could be utilized to hedge local market risks in emerging stock markets in general, implied by 
mostly negative risk exposures of these assets with respect to country-specific shocks. These 
observations are further supported by the time-varying regional shock spillover intensities 
reported in Fig. 3. We observe in Fig. 3 mostly negative risk exposures with respect to 
regional stock market shocks, particularly for currencies, Treasury securities and VIX during 
the global financial crisis period. 
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Overall, the dynamic analysis of the risk exposures of safe haven assets suggest mixed 
findings regarding the hedge and safe haven potential of these assets against global and 
regional market shocks, while VIX stands out from the rest with significantly negative risk 
exposures to financial market shocks in general. This finding is also consistent with 
Hood and Malik (2013) who show that VIX is a superior hedging tool and safe haven than 
gold. Given the heterogeneity in the response of safe haven assets to global and regional 
market shocks, policy makers should focus on the development of locally available risk 
management instruments that will allow domestic investors to mitigate the effect of these 
shocks depending on how each shock relates to safe haven assets for a given stock market. 

3.2.2. Variance ratio analysis 

In order to gain further insight into the fundamental linkages between safe havens and stock 
market shocks, we report in Table 5 the means for the variance ratios computed as the 
percentage of the conditional variance of the unexplained component of safe haven excess 
returns explained by regional and developed market shocks as well as the idiosyncratic 
component. We observe in general that the large percentage of the conditional variance of the 
unexplained component of safe haven returns is due to idiosyncratic shocks, implying the 
relative segmentation of these assets from stock markets in general. This is particularly more 
evident for Brent, gold and silver with more than 90% of the excess return variance is 
explained by idiosyncratic shocks. Interestingly, shocks related to emerging and Latin 
American markets are found to be partially significant in the conditional volatility of precious 
metal returns, accounting for 3 to 9 percent of conditional volatility in these assets. Similarly, 
Euro area shocks are found to account for about 17% of the conditional volatility of excess 
returns in Swiss Francs. 
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On the other hand, we observe that developed market shocks account for a relatively 
significant percentage of the conditional volatility of excess returns for Japanese Yen and 
Treasury securities, while shocks related to the Euro area and North America account for 
11.88% and 32.27% of total volatility in VIX excess returns, respectively. Overall, the 
analysis of variance ratios underscore the relative segmentation of the safe haven assets from 
stock markets in general, implied by the large percentage of conditional volatility explained 
by individual asset-specific shocks. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper extends the literature on safe haven assets by examining the fundamental linkages 
between safe havens and stock market shocks from a novel perspective that distinguishes 
between global and regional risk exposures and various market regimes. Utilizing a two-
factor, regime-based volatility spillover model, we examine the risk exposures of a number of 
potential safe havens including precious metals, US Treasury securities, VIX and currencies 
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with respect to developed and regional stock market shocks during calm and stressed market 
periods. We further supplement our tests with the analysis of variance ratios and examine the 
percentage of the conditional variance of the unexplained component of safe haven excess 
returns explained by regional and developed market shocks as well as the idiosyncratic 
component. 

The risk exposures of safe haven assets with respect to global and regional stock market 
shocks are found to display significant time variation and regime-specific features. Although 
all safe haven assets are found to carry low risk exposures, well below unity, with respect to 
stock market shocks, traditional safe havens like precious metals are found to exhibit positive 
risk exposures to both regional and global stock market shocks during market stress periods, 
underscoring the increased demand for these assets during crisis periods. On the other hand, 
safe haven currencies including Swiss Francs, Japanese Yen and U.S. Treasuries are found to 
display either insignificant or negative risk exposures during market stress periods, implying 
that these assets would serve as better hedges or safe havens for equity investors. 
Interestingly, VIX futures are found to exhibit consistently negative risk exposures with 
respect to both risk factors, suggesting that these securities could potentially serve as strong 
hedges against both global and regional market shocks. 

Low risk exposures of safe haven asset returns to stock market shocks are further supported 
by the finding that the large percentage of the conditional variance of the unexplained 
component of safe haven excess returns is due to idiosyncratic shocks, further supporting the 
relative segmentation of these assets from stock markets in general. Our findings underscore 
the importance of structural breaks and time-variation in the linkages between safe haven 
assets and stock returns and imply that static models would introduce large biases in 
diversification measures as well as optimal hedge ratios. For future research, it would be 
interesting to implement the two-factor model in a predictive setting within a portfolio 
context and examine the effectiveness of the safe haven assets considered in our study against 
stock market shocks across a wide range of developed and emerging stock markets. It would 
also be interesting to explore the role of local and global uncertainties as a driver of global 
and regional market shocks. 
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